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1. Introduction 

Shock Wave Lithotripsy (SWL) has been 
one of the several first-line treatments for crushing 
kidney stones1. However, SWL has two problems. 
Firstly, it can damage to normal tissue surrounding 
kidney stone, being caused by cavitation. Secondly, 
it tends to produce residual stone fragments too 
large to path through the ureters, which have also 
been reported2. 

High-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) is a 
noninvasive treatment method in which the 
ultrasound energy is generated outside the body and 
focused on the target in tissue3. In the focal region, 
intense negative pressure may lead to the formation 
and oscillation of micrometrical bubbles: acoustic 
cavitation. This phenomenon is known to cause 
erosion and kidney stones can be fragmented into 
small pieces4. For the comminution of kidney 
stones by HIFU, high intensity pulses are used to 
repeatedly generate cavitation bubbles. However, 
the stone erosion rate by this method is significantly 
lower than conventional treatment method SWL. 

The control of cavitation bubble behavior is 
important because at a high intensity and pulse 
repetition frequency (PRF), a large cavitation cloud 
can act as a shield protecting the calculi to be 
efficiently eroded. To optimize the cavitation in the 
focal region and to improve stone erosion rate, 
various focal geometries are created by a phased 
array transducer and their effect on the rate and 
behavior of erosion rate are investigated. 

 
2. Materials and Methods 
2.1 Experimental Setup 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the 
experimental setup. A 128-channel array spherical  
transducer with a geometrical focal length of 120 
mm was settled in an acrylic tank containing 
degassed water. The geometric focus of the 
transducer was located on the surface of a model 
stone made from cement powder and tap water 
mixed at the stoichiometric ratio of 5:1 (g:g). The 
Vickers hardness of the stones was measured with a 

50 g load to be 95.9±20.1, which is consistent with 
the previous measurements of the natural and model 
stones5. The length of a diagonal line thorough the 
center was 13 mm and the height was 13 mm as 
well. A high speed camera was settled at the side of 
the tank to observe cavitation behavior on the 
surface of the stones. 
 
2.2 Split Focus method 

The transducer has 128-channel elements 
that are driven at a frequency of 1 MHz individually. 
Therefore each element can be driven at different 
phases to shape various foci. The phase of each 
element to form a sector vortex foci are given as6,7 

 

θ = 𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑁𝑁   𝑖𝑖 = 𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖 … 𝑖 𝑁𝑁   (𝑖) 

where 𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑖  𝑚𝑚𝑁 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

Especially, when N=2m, a “Split Focus” is formed. 
Fig. 2 shows the pressure fields of Single Focus 
(m=0) at left and Split Focus (N=4, m=2) at middle 
on focal plane. They are normalized by each 
maximum value. In the Split Focus, the focal region 
is laterally split into 4 sub-foci. In contrast, the even 
harmonic components are still focused at the 

 
Fig. 2 Focal shape in Split Focus 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental setup 
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geometrical focal point, as shown in the right figure 
of Fig. 2. Therefore, Split Focus may have two 
advantages: 1) a wider focal region, and 2) less 
nonlinear effect on reducing the negative focal 
pressure. 
 
2.3 Waveform and Sequence 

The sequence of HIFU exposure in the 
experiment is shown in Fig. 3. The exposure time 
of HIFU was 3 μs. The intensity was 60 kW/cm2 
at geometrical focal  point for Single Focus 
exposure. It was compared with Split Focus 
exposure at the same focal acoustic power. The 
repetition frequency (PRF) of the sequence was 
varied by adjusting the intermission period between 
each consequtive sequences. The sequence was 
repeated for 1 min at a PRF of 1, 5, 10 and 20 kHz 
and for 2 min at a PRF of only 0.1 kHz. 
 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1 High-speed optical images and Residual 
fragmented stones 
 High speed optical images on the surface 
of model stones without and with exposure of the 
Single Focus and Split Focus are shown in Fig. 4. 
With Single Focus, cavitation bubbles were induced 
from the surface of model stones to the transducer8. 
However, with Split Focus, cavitation bubbles were 
generated only on the surface of stones more thinly 
and more widely than with Single Focus as 
expected. 
 Partly fragmented stones after ultrasound 
exposure at a PRF of 10 kHz are showned in the 
Fig. . The left is the stone fragmented by Single 
Focus, and that by Split Focus in the right. 
Fragmentation by Split Focus was contiguous rather 

than separated into 4, which was the number of 
sub-foci. It is thought that the stone was fragmented 
even by the cavitation bubbles induced by the 
second harmonic component at geometrical focal 
point. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 In this study, the behavior of cavitation 
bubbles on the surface of model stones in the focal 
region of HIFU with various focusing schemes 
were observed with a high speed camera optically. 
The surfaces of the partly fragmented stones were 
also observed. With Split Focus, cavitation bubbles 
were induced only on the surface of the stone more 
thinly and more widely than Single Focus, and a 
contiguous fragmented region was formed. It is 
expected that Split Focus scheme will provide a 
more efficient method of fragmenting stones than 
the conventional Single Focus. 
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Fig. 3 Schematic of ultrasound sequence 
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Fig. 4 High speed images without exposure and with 

exposure of Single Focus and Split Focus 
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Fig. 5 Partly fragmented stones after exposure 
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